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1. Introduction

Di erent damage indices usually use particular
parameters based on the maximum response, hysteretic
energy, or structural deterioration to de ne damage
measures [6]. In addition to the value of the deformation or energy response, the number of load cycles
plays an important role in the range of damage [7,8].
Therefore, in estimating the damage of structures under earthquake excitations, cumulative damage models
are superior to non-cumulative ones [5]. Banon and
Veneziano [9] introduced a DI using the ratio of the
sum of inelastic rotations during half cycles to the yield
rotation. Banon et al. [10], Roufaiel and Meyer [11],
and Ghobarah et al. [12] employed a concept based on
the change in sti ness or exibility for this purpose.
Plastic deformation can greatly a ect structural damage. Thus, the ratio of maximum plastic deformation
to plastic deformation capacity was used as another
parameter in determining the damage measure [13].
Hysteretic energy that merges the amount of response
into the number of load cycles is a potential parameter
for expressing structural damage [5,8]. Fajfar [14]
and Padilla and Rodriguez [15] introduced the ratio of
the hysteretic energy demand to the absorbed energy
capacity of a structure under monotonic loading to
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building under near-fault ground motion is proposed. Rather than developing a new damage
model, a correction term is added to the existing damage model within the Bayesian
framework. The correction term is described as a linear function of the variation of sti ness
of structures, which is a more consistent indicator of predicting the level of damage. The
Bayesian method is an e ective approach when new data become available. The reinforced
concrete building damage data during past near-fault pulse-like earthquakes were used
in updating the damage model. The proposed damage index is conceptually simple and
realistic.
© 2018 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

In the repercussions of an earthquake ground motion,
building damage and collapse might occur over a vast
area. These buildings must be properly evaluated for
structural safety [1]. Estimation of the damage of the
structures is an essential requirement in performancebased structural analysis. In order to better understand the performance of structures, a comprehensive
criterion with the ability to predict damage level to
the structure subjected to earthquake excitation should
be developed. To achieve this goal, Damage Index
(DI) was introduced and di erent models were de ned
in previous studies [2-4]. DI has been increasingly
accepted as a powerful tool for quantitative evaluation
of structural damage caused by earthquakes. In seismic
regions, damage indices have a fundamental role in
decision-making about retro t [5].
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estimate damage. Park and Ang [3] took into account
both hysteretic energy and deformation to present a
damage model. Some researchers have attempted to
improve this model [16-18], but the original ParkAng model is still widely used in structural damage
analysis [19-21]. In order to numerically calculate
damage indices, the correlation between performance
levels and values of damage index has been studied [22].
The mentioned damage models are deterministic
and show uncertain biases and errors. In engineering studies, the nature of uncertainties is classi ed
into inherent variability and statistical and modeling
uncertainties. In general, the uncertainty due to
inherent variability is quanti ed by probability distribution estimated from observed data, while statistical
uncertainty refers to the uncertainty due to shortage of
the data [23]. Model uncertainties might occur when
some of the variables are removed from mathematical
model for ease or are lost due to lack of knowledge [24].
Bayesian methods have been successfully employed
by several studies to provide a probable solution to
di erent engineering problems [25]. Bayesian analysis prepares a framework to incorporate all types of
uncertainties into the analysis [23]. Bayesian procedures in structural damage analysis include the formal
combination of priori beliefs regarding the damage
with the observed data to produce an updated belief
through the application of Bayes's theorem. Bayes's
theorem can be achieved from the basic principles of
probability theory, and it relates the probability of a
proposition given the observed evidence [26]. The prior
distribution is our knowledge in the Bayesian updating
procedure. The information about both the prior
distribution and its likelihood is combined to make
the posterior distribution. This combination e ectively
removes the in uence of statistical uctuations and
greatly improves estimation, which is close to the true
distribution [27].
Considerable damage in structures was observed
in the near-fault ground motions. Near-fault ground
motions may be distinguished by a short duration
impulsive excitation that subjects structures to higher
input energy at the beginning of the record. This pulselike motion causes most of the seismic energy to arrive
at the site within a short time. This situation might be
particularly hazardous for structural engineering applications if it is not properly considered [28]. Therefore,
the design of structures that are located in the nearfault region requires special consideration [29].
This study develops a probabilistic damage model
for Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures by considering
the uncertainty. Whilst the Park-Ang DI is a preferred
model, it was observed that it gives an incorrect estimation of the damage at its low and high values [12,18].
This is due to the fact that DIPA was developed using
a set of ground motion time histories from around
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the globe, and it acts only as an average indication
of damage. Therefore, the Bayesian procedure is used
for updating the deterministic Park-Ang model based
on the observational data obtained from near-fault
pulse-like earthquakes. The Park-Ang damage index,
DIPA model, is a combination of ductility and energy
absorption capacity parameters. The correction term
based on the ratio of initial to nal periods to provide
the combined e ect of sti ness degradation and plastic
deformation is added to the Park-Ang damage model.

2. Bayesian updating of damage index model
Damage Indices (DIs) are appropriate tools for quantitative assessment of the damage in structures maintained under earthquake excitation [6,7]. The probabilistic damage index is used to update the existing
deterministic models. Bayesian method, which is able
to combine a wide range of information including
observed data and engineering ideas, is used for this
updating procedure [26]. In this study, the proposed
updated model DI is adopted as follows:
c x) + (x;  ) + :";
DI (x; ; ) = DI(

(1)

c x) denotes the selected deterministic damage
where DI(
model to be updated (corrected); (x; ) is the correction term for the bias in the selected deterministic
model; variable x is a vector of independent basic
variables such as plastic deformation, hysteretic energy,
or nal period of structures; (; ) represent a set
of unknown model coecients for tting the model
where  represents the standard deviation of the model
error after the bias-correction. Furthermore, " is
a normal random variable with zero mean and unit
variance. In this case, the exact form of (; ) is
unknown.
In structural analysis, the linear form as
Pp

h
(x) is usually used, where hm (x) is a set
m
m
m=1
of suitable explanatory functions that may in uence
the damage of the structure [30]. In Eq. (1), model
coecients (; ) are estimated using the Bayesian
updating procedure [30]:

f (; ) = L (;  ) P (; ) ;

(2)

where f (; ) denotes the posterior distribution, reecting the updated knowledge about (; ); L(; )
is the likelihood function representing the objective information on (; ) obtained from a collection of the observed data; P (; ) shows the prior
distribution re ecting our last information about
(R; ) prior to obtaining the observations, and =
[ L(; )P (; )dd] 1 is a normalizing factor [26].
The prior distribution might incorporate any
information concerning (; ) which is obtained from
previous experience or engineering judgment. L(; )
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represents the likelihood of observing the experimental
outcome for given values of coecients  and  [26].
Under the assumption of statistically independent
tests, the normality assumption of ", and DIl = DIi
c xi )
DI(
(xi ; ), the likelihood function takes the
following form [31]:
L (; ) /





Y

failure data



1 DIl
'



Y

lower bound data

 



 



DIl






DIl


;
(3)

upper bound data
where DIi represents the ith observed value of DI; xi
is the ith outcome of the basic variables; ' and 
represent the Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the
standard normal distribution, respectively [31]. The
likelihood function can even use the information of
lower and upper bound data in a probabilistic model.
These bounds are usually neglected during model
development [32]. The formulation of the likelihood
function depends on the kind and form of the available
data. Theoretically, posterior distribution f (; ) can
be determined according to the calculated information
of the prior distribution and likelihood function.
There are various methods for estimating the
posterior mean vector and covariance matrix such as
importance sampling method, bootstrap methods, and
the closed-form solution. When the presence of the
lower- or upper-bound data or the probabilistic model
formulation does not satisfy the linearity assumption,
the importance sampling method can be very e ective
in the estimation of the posterior statistics of  and .
Gardoni [30], by using this sampling procedure, centered the density function at the maximum likelihood
point to estimate the posterior mean vector of (; ) as
follows:
M = s f () d;
(4)
Y

where  = (; )T , and the posterior covariance matrix
is accounted for as follows [30]:
X





= E T



M M T 

= s T f () d M M T  :

(5)

The main challenge here is to select a suitable form
for correction function (xi ; ). The functional form
should be a subtle and simple representation of structural damage. Otani et al. [33] and Sozen [34] concluded that by reducing the structural sti ness during

earthquake, structural damage increases. Dipasquale
and Cakmak [35] used the variation in the fundamental
period of the structure as a measure of the variation
in the sti ness caused by the earthquake. Therefore,
the period of the structure after the earthquake and
a maximum period during the earthquake can be
useful factors for damage estimation. Some damage
models were developed based on maximum and nal
softening [12,35]. Maximum softening is de ned based
on the ratio of initial to maximum periods. The initial
period is the natural period of the structure and the
maximum period is de ned as the greatest period of
a linear system that is equivalent to the actual nonlinear system during the earthquake. However, in the
computation of the maximum softening, it is necessary
to have period variation during the earthquake which is
dicult. For this reason, the nal softening is de ned
based on the ratio of initial to nal periods [36]. The
nal period is the period at the nal time step of
the earthquake after which the period has no signi cant variations. The nal softening can be measured
without knowing the response of structures during the
earthquake, which is a great advantage compared to
maximum softening. As a result, in this study, the
correction term for updating the damage model is
assumed to be a function of the ratio of the initial
period to the nal periods. Initial period (T0 ) is the
fundamental period of undamaged structure, and the
nal period (Tf ) is the nal period of the damaged
structure. Thus, the correction term of the model is
considered as follows:
(x; ) = 1 +

T0 2
2 :
Tf 2

(6)

The square of the periods is dependent on the inverse
of sti ness; thus, the correction term indicates the
structural sti ness degradation. The initial and nal
sti ness of the structure can be obtained from the
tangent of base shear-displacement curve before and
after the earthquake. For this purpose, Dipasquale
and Cakmak [36] proposed a procedure based on the
variation of the fundamental structural period.
In this procedure, the duration of the excitation
is divided into nwind non-overlapping time windows
of width si seconds. The rst window can be made
small enough, so that (T0 )1 is equal to the fundamental
period of the linear oscillation of the structure before
the earthquake, Tinitial . When the record time history
is long enough so that the vibration is decreased due to
strong motion by the end of the record, the estimate of
(T0 ) corresponding to the last window, (T0 )nwind , can
be assumed to be equal to the fundamental period of
the linear vibration after the earthquake, Tf [36].
The Bayesian approach can be used to estimate
the unknown parameters; more importantly, it provides
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a procedure for incorporating prior knowledge into the
observed data to obtain a balanced estimation. By
considering the correction term to be a linear function
with respect to  in order to construct the closedform solution, the model, according to Eq. (1), can be
expressed as follows:
c (x) =
DI = DI (x; ; ) DI

p
X
m=1

m hm (x) + :"

= H  +  ";

(7)

where DI is the n  1 vector, H is the n  p matrix
of known regressors, and " is the n  1 vector of
independent random variables. In this case, expanding
the matrices of Eq. (7) for n set of observed data can
be written as follows:
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c xi ) represents the di erence
where DIi = DIi DI(
between the ith observed and estimated DI of the deterministic model at xi . Under the normality assumption
on ", the marginal posterior distribution of  is a
multivariate t distribution, tp  [M ; s2 (H0 H) P1 ; ].
The mean of ; M , and its covariance matrix, : ,
are [30]:

M = (H0 H) 1 H0 DI;
X



= s2 (H0 H) 1 =(

2);

(9)

where:
s2

= (DI HM )0 (DI HM ) ;
= n p:

In addition, the mean and variance of 2 are s2 =( 2)
and 2 2 s4 =[(
2)2 (
4)], respectively [30]. In this
case, the mean vector of  is equal to:
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;

2 );

(T0 4 =Tf 4 )i ;
(T0 2 =Tf 2 )i ;
(DIi

M1

2

M2 (T0 2 =Tf 2 )i ) :

In addition, the mean value and variance of 2 are
obtained as follows:
M 2 =

4

n 4

; Var2 =

2 42
:
(n 4)2 (n 6)

(12)

The existing damage indices are based on various
characteristics such as the number of cycles, sti ness,
ductility, and energy [36]. In many studies, a comparison of the e ectiveness of di erent damage indices can
be found [12,14], and the Park-Ang model is advised
as the preferred damage index. By comparing di erent
damage models with experimental observations, Kunnath and Jenne [37] indicated that DIPA correlated
best with laboratory results. The Park-Ang model is
the most preferred choice for structural DI in previous
studies [38,39]. For this reason, in this study, DIP A
was selected as a deterministic damage model to be
updated. This model is a combination of ductility and
cumulative hysteretic energy as follows [6,21,40]:
DIP A =

1
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dm
s dEh ;
+
du
Vy d u

(13)

where dm is the maximum response deformation attained during the loading history, du is the ultimate
deformation capacity under static loading, Ris the
constant depending on structural characteristics, dEh
is incremental absorbed hysteretic energy, and Vy is
the calculated yield strength [21]. By considering the
correction term as per Eq. (6), Eq. (1) is rewritten as:
DI = DIP A + 1 +

T0 2
2 + :";
Tf 2

(14)

where the coecients of this probabilistic damage index
is calculated based on the response of the structures to
near-fault ground motions.
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3. Database in updating procedure
To evaluate the e ect of the near-fault earthquake
records on the damage of concrete structures, ten
di erent moment-resistant systems in low- and mid-rise
frame structures were considered. Plan and elevations
of the model frames are shown in Figure 1. These
frames were loaded and designed based on Iranian
Codes [41,42]. The frames were with three- or vebays. The bay widths of the 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, and 8storey frames were assumed to be 4 and 5 m and
the height of each storey was assumed to be 3 m.
Main period of frames ranged from 0.52 to 0.75 s.
Frames A and B on the plan were selected and damage
analysis was performed by the IDARC-2D [43]. The
program requires speci cation of member behavior in
terms of moment curvature envelopes and an associated
hysteretic rule. For each component cross-section,
the moment curvature relation is speci ed as a nonsymmetric tri-linear envelope with three degrading hysteretic parameters. IDARC program included the Park
and Ang damage models to provide a measure of the
accumulated damage sustained by the components of
the structure, each story level, and the entire building.

In near-fault events, sometimes, a large pulse can
be seen in the velocity time history of ground motions.
When the fault rupture propagates toward the site, the
likelihood of pulse-like excitation occurrence increases
at near-fault sites. Due to the pulse-like movement,
constructive interference of the wave front occurs and
seismic energy with large amplitude pulse is released
from the rupture [44]. Therefore, the amount of
information about structural damage level after these
earthquakes can play an important role in the seismic
design and evaluation of near-fault structures. Past
research has shown that near-fault pulse-like records
tend to increase the displacement response of structures
relative to non-pulse-like excitations [45,46]. These
increases in displacement cause variation in DI [47,48].
In this study, a set of important near-fault earthquake
records was chosen to determine the damage model
of near-fault structures. The ground motions were
recorded from events with moment magnitude (Mw )
ranging from 6.2 to 7.6 and distance from 5 to 15 km.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the selected nearfault pulse-like records. Observed damage data in these
events in reinforced structures are used for Bayesian
updating of DIPA model. All records were selected
from soft soil sites.

4. Results
DIPA in di erent frames was calculated using nonlinear time-history analysis under near-fault earthquake
records. The e ects of the vertical component were
considered in dynamic analysis of structures. Figure 2
shows DIPA in di erent events for ten di erent frames.
Maximum damage is related to Chi-Chi earthquake
that has the highest Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA),
and minimum damage is related to the Northridge
earthquake with the minimum PGA.
Figure 3 indicates the variation of the structural
period as an example of a four-storey frame in the
Kobe earthquake. Figure 4 shows the square ratio of
the initial period to the nal period of di erent frames
using time-history analysis under di erent near-fault
events. This gure illustrates that this ratio is lower in
severe events than moderate events.
The variation of the square ratio of initial to

Figure 1. Plan and elevation of the concrete frames.

Event name
Northridge, United State
Kobe, Japan
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
L0 Aquila, Italy
Christchurch, New Zealand

Table 1. Characteristics of the selected records.
Event date Latitude Longitude M Depth Distance PGA
w
Y-M-D
(km)
(km)
(g)
1994-01-17
1995-01-16
1999-09-21
2009-04-06
2011-02-22

34.209
34.583
23.77
42.334
{43.6

{118.541
135.018
120.98
13.334
172.710

6.7
6.9
7.6
6.3
6.2

18.3
22
8
8.8
5.9

8.1
6.7
9.8
4.9
10.6

0.344
0.693
0.902
0.647
0.519
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Figure 2. Park-Ang DI in di erent frames under di erent
events.
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Figure 4. Variation of the square of initial period to nal
period for di erent earthquakes.

Figure 5. Variation of the square of initial period to nal
period in terms of Park-Ang DI.

Figure 3. Variation of a structural period in 4-storey
structures under Kobe earthquake.

nal periods in comparison with DIPA in di erent
structures is shown in Figure 5. It is shown that by
increasing DIPA , the ratio of periods tends to decrease.
The deterministic Park-Ang model was updated using
obsereved damage data from previous near- eld earthquakes. Di erent traces in Figure 6 demonstrate the
density of structural damage based on observational

data (DIi ) in RC structures under di erent events,
used here to update DIPA [49-53]. Moreover, Figure 7
shows the cumulative probability of DIi at ve di erent
events.
Using the Bayesian procedure based on the estimated DIPA in di erent structures and observed
damage DIi in the mentioned event, the damage model
of Park-Ang was updated. Table 2 lists the estimated
values of the unknown parameters of the damage model
in the updating procedure. This probabilistic model
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identi es the modi ed parameter a ecting the damage
of the structure. For the probabilistic DI model, the
mean prediction is:
(DI)mean = DIPA

0:29 + 0:38

T0 2
+ 0:09:";
Tf 2

(15)

where " is a normal random variable with zero mean
and unit variance. According to the mean value and
standard deviation of coecients from Table 2, we
have:
0:314  1  0:266;

0:324  2  0:436: (16)

With regard to Eq. (15), neglecting the term ", the
di erence between the proposed DI and Park-Ang
q DI
T
1
0
depends on the relationship between Tf and
2 .
Based on Table 2 and Eq. (16), according to the value
of TTf0 , we have the following cases:
If

T0
> 0:984; then DI > DIPA ;
Tf

If 0:781 
Else if

Figure 6. Observational density of damage under
di erent events.

Figure 7. Cumulative probability of damage in di erent
events.

T0
Tf

 0:984; then DI = DIPA ;

T0
< 0:781; then DI < DIPA :
Tf

(17)

Eq. (17) shows the comparison of the median value of
the proposed probabilistic DI model with the Park-Ang
model, where " is equal to zero. In this case, if the ratio
of the initial to the nal periods is between 0.781- 0.984,
then DIPA gives a good approximation of the structural
damage for near-fault events. For ratios of less than
0.781 or more than 0.984, compared to the proposed
DI, DIP A gives higher and lower values of damage
to frames, respectively. The relationship between the
proposed damage index and Park-Ang damage index
with respect to TTf0 is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Relationship between the proposed DI and
Park-Ang DI with respect to

T0
Tf .
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Table 2. Unknown parameters in damage model.
Coecients Mean Standard deviation Correlation coecient
1
2


{0.29
0.38
0.09

0.024
0.056
0.004

1
2
1
{0.84
{0.84
1
0.003 {0.005


0.003
{0.005
1

and higher damage values for frames under near-fault
ground motions. This is due to the fact that the
correction term causes increment and decrement of
DIPA in low and high values of intensity measures,
respectively. The e ect of the standard deviation in
a probabilistic view of damage model is shown.
Table 3 shows the correlation between DIPA and
the proposed one that corresponds to ten di erent
frames under ve di erent pulse-like ground motions.
The correlation of the proposed DI with the Park-Ang
damage indices is considered to be satisfactory, owing
to the values it provides for correlation coecient R2
between 0.76 and 0.92, with the larger correlation being
at the severe damage level. Furthermore, Figure 10
shows these comparisons at di erent ranges of damage
level using the simplest linear relation. At the moderate damage level, the slope of linear relation is close to
unity, meaning a higher level of correlation.

5. Conclusions and discussions

Figure 9. Comparison of the proposed DI with Park-Ang
one in the four-storey frame under (a) Chi-Chi, (b) Kobe,
and (c) Northridge ground motions.

Figure 9 shows the DI of Park-Ang model with
the proposed one as a function of PGA, for Northridge,
Kobe, and Chi-Chi earthquakes. This gure compares
the two calculated di erent DIs using a nonlinear
dynamic analysis under a multiplied scale of the earthquakes in the 4-storey frame. It is observed that
at low and high values of PGA, DIP A gives lower

This study presented a Bayesian statistical analysis
procedure for updating existing damage models. As
building damage data from the past ground motions
have become increasingly available, these observed data
need to be combined with past existing damage models
to construct new damage models that are more robust.
The Bayesian approach is an e ective one that allows
for the combination of knowledge of past models with
the observed damage data. The formats of the past
models were used to estimate the prior estimations of
damage in the Bayesian analysis. Data on building
damage in near-fault pulse-like earthquakes were used
to estimate the likelihood functions.
The Bayesian procedure for damage model updating was illustrated using the damage data on reinforced
concrete frame buildings from the Northridge, Kobe,
Chi-Chi, L'Aquila, and Christchurch earthquakes. In

Table 3. Correlation between the proposed and Park-Ang DIs in di erent range of damage.
Damage state
Damage index range
Proposed DI
R2
Slight
Minor and moderate
Severe and collapse

< 0:1
0.1-0.4
> 0:4

0.32 DIPA + 0.075
0.93 DIPA + 0.011
0.75 DIPA - 0.03

0.76
0.87
0.92
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damage model can give useful information concerning
the expected performance of a structure at the nearfault sites.
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